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Abstract

Bipedal robots are emerging as a critical technology for a wide range of applications such as disaster response and home assistance. This
paper introduces a control approach that achieves asymptotic global-position tracking for three-dimensional (3-D) fully actuated bipedal
robotic walking. Global-position tracking control is a challenging problem mainly due to the high complexity of the hybrid walking
dynamics with state-triggered jumps and the time-varying nature of the desired global-position trajectory. Towards tackling this challenge,
the first main contribution of this study is the construction of conditional impact invariance, which is used to design virtual constraints that
satisfy a necessary condition required to realize asymptotic global-position tracking during 3-D walking. The second main contribution
is the Lyapunov-based derivation of sufficient conditions under which the problem of global-position tracking control is provably solved
for 3-D fully actuated bipedal robotic walking. Simulations and experiments on a fully actuated bipedal humanoid robot confirmed the
validity of the proposed control approach in guaranteeing satisfactory global-position trajectory tracking.
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1 Introduction1

Bipedal robots move through an environment by making and2

breaking contact with the ground. This unique form of loco-3

motion is advantageous in traversing difficult surfaces (e.g.,4

gaps, stairs, and ladders) that are common in applications5

such as disaster response and home assistance, and thus has6

motivated extensive research on bipedal walking control for7

achieving high-performance walking [14, 30, 31].8

A safety-critical measure of walking performance is a9

bipedal robot’s ability to track its desired time-varying po-10

sition trajectory in an environment, which is herein terms11

as “global-position tracking”. Poor global-position tracking12
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can potentially put the safety of both humans and robots13

at risk, for example, by causing robots’ failure to avoid14

pedestrians in human-populated environments.15

Achieving reliable global-position tracking presents substan-16

tial controller design challenges mainly due to the high com-17

plexity of bipedal walking dynamics. A key challenge is the18

design of desired walking motions that a controller should19

reliably track. Bipedal walking dynamics are inherently hy-20

brid involving state-triggered jumps, e.g., sudden jumps in21

joint velocities upon a foot-landing impact [10, 11, 20, 35].22

Because these jumps cannot be directly controlled due to23

their infinitesimally short periods of duration, the robot’s24

desired motions need to be designed to respect the impact25

dynamics (i.e., the jumps) for achieving asymptotic track-26

ing. Yet, due to the high complexity of walking dynamics,27

the computational load of such design can be overly high28

for online implementation.29

Another key challenge is the closed-loop stability analysis30

that provides conditions to guide controller design. Perform-31

ing stability analysis is complicated because a controller ca-32

pable of reliably tracking a time-varying global-position tra-33

jectory can result in a complex closed-loop system that is34

hybrid, nonlinear, and time-varying with uncontrolled, state-35
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triggered jumps.36

Previous work on tackling these two challenges is reviewed37

next.38

1.1 Related Work39

To achieve accurate global-position tracking, the Zero-40

Moment-Point (ZMP) control approach has been introduced41

based on the ZMP balance criterion [21, 23, 34]. Yet, the42

ZMP approach models a walking robot as a continuous dy-43

namical system, and ignores the jumps in a robot’s joint ve-44

locities caused by foot-landing impacts. This treatment can45

limit a controller’s capabilities in realizing dynamic walking46

motions that typically involve significant impact behaviors.47

In contrast to the ZMP approach, the Hybrid-Zero-Dynamics48

(HZD) approach [13, 27, 36] explicitly addresses the hybrid49

robot dynamics and stabilizes dynamic walking motions by50

provably stabilizing the hybrid closed-loop control system.51

This approach has realized remarkable locomotion perfor-52

mance on physical robots with various gait types such as53

periodic underactuated [19] and fully actuated walking [1]54

as well as aperiodic walking [6, 7, 29].55

To tackle the challenge of designing desired walking motions56

that respect the impact dynamics for achieving asymptotic57

tracking, the HZD framework has introduced a construc-58

tive method that produces the needed desired motions. This59

method is derived through the design of virtual constraints60

that represent the relative evolution of a robot’s posture (i.e.,61

functions of joint positions) with respect to a phase variable62

that represents how far a step has progressed [36]. Recent63

studies have expanded this design from holonomic to non-64

holonomic constraints to produce desired motions for joint-65

velocity based control variables [12, 18]. However, these66

methods are not suitable for global-position tracking control67

because they only consider joint positions and motions but68

a robot’s global position trajectory also depends on stance-69

foot position. Other recent virtual constraint designs are ca-70

pable of guaranteeing stability of the constrained dynamics71

for general continuous systems [5, 26].72

To solve the problem of analyzing the closed-loop stability73

for informing controller design, the HZD approach exploits74

the Poincaré section method to examine the asymptotic con-75

vergence of a robot’s state to the periodic orbit corresponding76

to the desired motions. Yet, the resulting orbitally stabilizing77

controller cannot drive the state to converge to a prespecified78

time-varying trajectory that resides in the orbit [22]. Because79

a robot’s desired global-position trajectory is often planned80

as an explicit time function in real-world applications, or-81

bitally stabilizing control cannot directly guarantee asymp-82

totic global-position tracking. Thus, it may not be valid to83

use the Poincaré section method to analyze the stability of a84

closed-loop system under global-position tracking control.85

Towards enabling provable global-position tracking for 2-D86

fully actuated bipedal robotic walking, we have previously87

extended the virtual constraint design of the HZD frame-88

work to explicitly incorporate a 2-D robot’s global posi-89

tion [15,16]. Based on the proposed virtual constraint design90

and Lyapunov-based stability analysis, we have derived suf-91

ficient conditions under which a continuous-phase control92

law provably achieves asymptotic global-position tracking.93

Still, our previous control approach for 2-D walking, includ-94

ing the virtual constraint design and stability analysis, is not95

valid for 3-D walking. This is essentially because robot dy-96

namics during 3-D walking are strongly nonlinearly coupled97

in the heading and lateral directions of the robot’s global98

motion, whereas 2-D walking does not exhibit lateral mo-99

tion and the coupling is accordingly trivial. This nonlinear100

coupling causes the substantially higher complexity of ad-101

dressing 3-D walking as compared with 2-D walking.102

Beyond the scope of global-position tracking control, trajec-103

tory tracking control of hybrid systems with state-triggered104

jumps has been actively studied [3,8,25,28,32,33]. Recently,105

Lyapunov-based controller design methodologies have been106

introduced to provably achieve asymptotic trajectory track-107

ing [3,8]. However, the evolution of the Lyapunov function108

across nonlinear state-triggered jumps, which are an inher-109

ent feature of robot walking dynamics, is not explicitly ana-110

lyzed in these previous studies. Thus, it is not yet clear how111

to use these previous trajectory tracking control methods to112

directly inform the global-position tracking controller de-113

sign for walking robots that possess highly nonlinear jumps.114

1.2 Contributions115

Towards tackling the challenges in achieving asymptotic116

global-position tracking for 3-D fully actuated bipedal walk-117

ing, the key contributions of this study are summarized as118

follows:119

i) Providing a constructive method of designing virtual120

constraints that can be used to greatly reduce the com-121

putational load in the generation of desired motions122

respecting impact dynamics.123

ii) Establishing sufficient conditions based on Lyapunov124

stability analysis of the hybrid closed-loop system for125

guiding the design of continuous state-feedback control126

laws.127

iii) Demonstrating the global-position tracking accuracy of128

the proposed control approach both through simula-129

tions and experimentally on a bipedal walking robot.130

iv Validating the robustness of the proposed control de-131

sign in addressing irregular walking surfaces such as132

moderately slippery floors.133

Some of the results presented in this paper were initially134

reported in [17] and [9]. The present paper includes sub-135

stantial, new contributions in the following aspects: a) the136

proof of the main theorem (i.e., Theorem 14) is updated137

with a new choice of Lyapunov function to properly ana-138

lyze the convergence of the robot’s lateral foot placement139
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during 3-D walking, and Proposition 12 is added along with140

its full proof, which supports the updated proof of the main141

theorem; b) fully developed proofs of all theorems, propo-142

sitions, and corollaries are presented, which were missing143

in [17] and [9]; c) comparative experimental results are144

added to demonstrate the reliable global-position tracking145

performance of the proposed control approach; and d) ro-146

bustness evaluation is newly included to illustrate the capa-147

bility of the proposed control approach in handling relatively148

slippery walking surfaces.149

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the150

problem formulation. The proposed continuous-phase track-151

ing control law is explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents152

the proposed construction of conditional impact invariance153

for designing virtual constraints. The closed-loop stability154

analysis is introduced in Section 5. Proofs of all theorems,155

propositions, and corollaries are given in Section 6. Sim-156

ulation and experimental results are reported in Section 7.157

Section 8 discusses potential directions of future work.158

2 Problem Formulation159

This section presents the problem formulation of the pro-160

posed controller design, including robot dynamics model-161

ing, tracking error definition, and overall control objectives.162

2.1 Full-Order Dynamic Modeling163

This subsection presents a full-order model of bipedal walk-164

ing dynamics that accurately describes the hybrid and non-165

linear dynamic behaviors of all degrees of freedom (DOFs)166

involved in bipedal walking. The model serves as a basis for167

the proposed controller design.168

The full-order model of bipedal walking dynamics is natu-169

rally hybrid because walking inherently involves both con-170

tinuous behaviors (e.g., leg-swinging motions) and state-171

triggered discrete behaviors (e.g., the joint-velocity jumps172

upon swing-foot landings) [13].173

The modeling assumptions include: a) the swing-foot land-174

ing impact is modeled as a contact between rigid bodies;175

b) upon a foot landing, the swing and the stance leg imme-176

diately switch roles, with the new swing leg beginning to177

move in the air and the new stance leg remaining in full,178

static contact with the ground until the next landing occurs;179

and c) all joints are independently actuated.180

Under these assumptions, the robot is fully actuated; i.e., its181

full DOFs can be directly commanded to track any feasible182

trajectories within continuous walking phases. As illustrated183

in Fig. 1, a complete walking cycle can be decomposed into:184

a) a fully-actuated continuous phase during which one foot185

contacts the ground and the other moves in the air and b) a186

landing impact.187

Note that this study focuses on the relatively simple gait,188

i.e., fully actuated gait, for two main reasons. First, asymp-189

totic tracking of time-varying global-position trajectories is190

still an open control problem for this simple gait. Second,191

using a simple gait allows us to focus on solving the control192

challenges presented by the hybrid, nonlinear, time-varying193

closed-loop dynamics with state-triggered jumps.194

Fig. 1. An illustration of fully actuated bipedal robotic walking.
(a) A gait cycle of fully actuated walking. (b) A fully actuated
gait cycle is a hybrid process including a continuous phase and a
discrete swing-foot landing.

Continuous-phase dynamics. Walking dynamics during
continuous phases can be described by usual ordinary dif-
ferential equations. Lagrange’s method is used to obtain the
following continuous-phase dynamic model [13]:

M(q)q̈+ c(q, q̇) = Buu, (1)

where q ∈ Q is the joint-position vector, M : Q → Rn×n195

is the inertia matrix, c : T Q→ Rn is the sum of Coriolis,196

centrifugal, and gravitational terms, Bu ∈Rn×m is the joint-197

torque projection matrix, and u∈U is the joint-torque vector.198

Here, Q⊂Rn is the configuration space of the robot, T Q is199

the tangent space of Q, and U ⊂Rm is the admissible joint-200

torque set. Note that m = n when a robot is fully actuated.201

Landing impact dynamics. When the swing foot lands on
the ground, the swing leg and the stance leg switch roles,
and an impulsive rigid-body impact occurs. Thus, both joint
position and velocity vectors experience a sudden jump at a
landing event. This state-triggered jump is described by the
following reset map [13]:[

q+

q̇+

]
= ∆∆∆q,q̇(q−, q̇−) :=

[
∆∆∆q(q−)

∆∆∆q̇(q−)q̇−

]
, (2)

where ?− and ?+ represent the values of ? just before and202

just after the impact, respectively, and ∆∆∆q,q̇ represents the203

reset map.204

Switching surface. A swing-foot landing event is triggered
when the robot’s state reaches the following switching sur-
face Sq(q, q̇):

Sq(q, q̇) := {(q, q̇) ∈ T Q : zsw(q) = 0, żsw(q, q̇)< 0}, (3)

where zsw is the swing-foot height above the ground.205

Combining the above equations yields the following full-
order model of the hybrid, nonlinear walking dynamics with
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state-triggered jumps:
M(q)q̈+ c(q, q̇) = Buu, if (q−, q̇−) /∈ Sq(q, q̇);[

q+

q̇+

]
= ∆∆∆q,q̇(q−, q̇−), if (q−, q̇−) ∈ Sq(q, q̇).

(4)

A fully-actuated, n-DOF bipedal robot can track n indepen-206

dent desired position trajectories. The corresponding trajec-207

tory tracking errors are mathematically defined next.208

2.2 Global-Position Tracking Error209

Without loss of generality, a biped’s base (e.g., chest) posi-210

tion (xb,yb,zb) in the world reference frame ΣXwYwZw is cho-211

sen to represent its global position. For simplicity and with-212

out loss of generality, single-direction walking on horizontal213

flat surfaces is considered.214

The horizontal components of the base position are:

xb = xst + x̄b(q) and yb = yst + ȳb(q), (5)

where x̄b : Q → Qx ⊂ R and ȳb : Q → Qy ⊂ R represent215

the x- and y-coordinates of the base position relative to the216

stance foot, respectively, and (xst ,yst ,0) denotes the stance-217

foot position in ΣXwYwZw .218

In real-world applications of robot locomotion, a path plan-219

ner often provides the following desired motions:220

a) The center line Γd of the desired global path.221

b) The desired smooth position trajectory along Γd .222

In this study, it is assumed that these desired motions have223

been specified by a higher-level planner.224

For simplicity and without loss of generality, the center line225

Γd is specified as the Xw-axis of the world reference frame;226

i.e., Γd = {(xb,yb) ∈ R2 : yb = 0}. Let xd(t) be the de-227

sired smooth position trajectory along Γd . Then, the global-228

position tracking error along Γd is defined as x̄b(q)−(xd(t)−229

xst).230

While xd(t) and Γd are often provided by a higher-level path231

planner in real-world robot applications, the desired base232

trajectory yd in the lateral direction of Γd still needs to be233

defined, which is explained next.234

2.3 Virtual-Constraint Tracking Error235

In this study, we propose to use virtual constraints to define236

the desired trajectories for the lateral base position yb and237

the remaining n−2 control variables φφφ c.238

Here, virtual constraints represent the relative evolution of
a robot’s posture and lateral global position with respect

to a phase variable θ that represents how far a step has
progressed. The phase variable is chosen as x̄b(q); that is,
θ = x̄b(q). The virtual constraints can be encoded by the
phase variable θ as:[

ȳb(q)

φφφ c(q)

]
−

[
yd(θ(q))− yst

φφφ d(θ(q))

]
= 0, (6)

where φφφ c : Q→ Qc ⊂ Rn−2 and θ : Q→ Q f ⊂ R are both239

continuously differentiable in q. yd : Q f →R and φφφ d : Q f →240

Rn−2 represent the desired trajectories of yb and φφφ c, respec-241

tively, and are both continuously differentiable in θ .242

Then, the tracking error corresponding to the virtual con-243

straints is defined as

[
ȳb(q)

φφφ c(q)

]
−

[
yd(θ(q))− yst

φφφ d(θ(q))

]
.244

2.4 Control Objective245

The overall tracking error can be compactly expressed as:

h(t,q) = hc(q)−hd(t,q), (7)

where hc :=
[
x̄b ȳb φφφ

T
c

]T
and hd :=

[
xd− xst yd− yst φφφ

T
d

]T
.246

Thus, the control objective is to drive h to zero for achieving247

asymptotic tracking of the desired trajectories, including the248

desired global-position trajectories, for 3-D bipedal robotic249

walking.250

Our proposed control approach to achieve this objective is251

presented in the following sections.252

3 Continuous-Phase Controller Design253

This section presents a state-feedback control law that254

achieve asymptotic trajectory tracking during continuous255

phases. This control law is synthesized based on a full-order256

model of bipedal walking dynamics.257

The proposed controller design begins with input-output258

linearization of the nonlinear continuous-phase dynamics,259

which then allows us to utilize the well-studied linear sys-260

tem theory to design the needed controller.261

With the trajectory tracking error h chosen as the output
function y (i.e., y = h), a continuous-phase control law is
synthesized based on input-output linearization as [22]

u = ( ∂h
∂q M−1B)−1(v+ ∂h

∂q M−1c− ∂ 2h
∂ t2 − ∂

∂q (
∂h
∂q q̇)q̇). (8)

The continuous-phase dynamics then become ÿ = v.262
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Choosing v as the following proportional-derivative (PD)
control law [24]:

v =−KPy−KDẏ, (9)

where the proportional gain matrix KP ∈ Rn×n and the263

derivative gain matrix KD ∈ Rn×n are both positive-definite264

diagonal matrices, one obtains the linear closed-loop dy-265

namics of the output function during continuous phases as:266

ÿ+KDẏ+KPy = 0.267

Defining x :=
[
yT ẏT

]T
∈R2n, one obtains the closed-loop

dynamics:{
ẋ = Ax, if (t,x−) /∈ S(t,x);
x+ = ∆∆∆(t,x−), if (t,x−) ∈ S(t,x),

(10)

where A :=

[
0n×n In×n

−KP −KD

]
. The expression of S(t,x) can268

be obtained from Eqs. (3) and (7). The expression of ∆∆∆269

can be obtained from Eq. (7) and that of ∆∆∆q,q̇. Note that270

∆∆∆ is explicitly time-dependent because h is explicitly time-271

dependent.272

The continuous-phase closed-loop dynamics (i.e., ẋ = Ax)
will be asymptotically stable if the PD gains are chosen such
that A is Hurwitz. Then, there exists a Lyapunov function
candidate V (x) for the continuous-phase dynamics and pos-
itive numbers c1, c2, and c3 such that

c1||x||2 ≤V (x)≤ c2||x||2 and V̇ (x)≤−c3||x||2 (11)

hold for all x during continuous phases [22].273

Remark 1 While the continuous-phase subsystem can be274

asymptotically stabilized by properly choosing the PD gains,275

the impact (i.e., x+ = ∆∆∆(t,x−)) cannot be directly controlled276

due to its infinitesimal period of duration. Thus, the desired277

trajectories need to be designed to respect the impact dy-278

namics, which is a necessary condition for achieving asymp-279

totic trajectory tracking. Also, the stability of the hybrid280

closed-loop system in Eq. (10) needs to be analyzed in or-281

der to guide the tuning of the control gains. Both tasks are282

complicated due to the high complexity of the uncontrolled,283

nonlinear, time-varying closed-loop impact dynamics. Our284

proposed methods to solve these tasks are explained next.285

4 Conditional Impact Invariance Construction for Syn-286

thesizing Virtual Constraints287

This section presents the proposed construction of condi-288

tional impact invariance for designing the virtual constraints289

in Eq. (6).290

The goal of the design is to ensure that the robot’s full de-291

sired motions respect the impact dynamics, which is a nec-292

essary condition required to achieve asymptotic trajectory293

tracking for the hybrid closed-loop system in Eq. (10). The294

full desired motions comprise: a) the desired global-position295

trajectory xd(t), which has been provided by a higher-level296

planner, and b) the desired functions yd and φφφ d , which are297

associated with the virtual constraints to be designed.298

Definition 2 The output function y and its derivative ẏ are299

impact invariant if the following condition is met: y+ = 0300

and ẏ+ = 0 hold when y− = 0 and ẏ− = 0 hold just before301

an impact event [27, 36].302

Satisfying the impact invariance condition at the steady state303

is a necessary condition for achieving asymptotic trajectory304

(and orbit) tracking for hybrid systems with state-triggered305

jumps. Suppose that the impact invariance condition is not306

satisfied at the steady state. Then, because the robot’s im-307

pact dynamics cannot be directly regulated, the output func-308

tion y (i.e., the tracking error h) and its derivative may be-309

come nonzero just after an impact even if they are both zero310

just before the impact, which means the asymptotic tracking311

cannot be achieved.312

Definition 3 Let Tk be the timing of the kth (k ∈ {1,2, ...})313

actual landing impact, which is defined as the timing of the314

first intersection between x and S(t,x) on t > T+
k−1. With-315

out loss of generality, define T0 = 0. Let τk denote the kth316

(k ∈ {1,2, ...} desired impact timing, which is defined as the317

timing of the first intersection between x and the switching318

surface S(t,x) on t > T+
k−1 assuming x = 0 ∀t > T+

k−1.319

For the rest of the paper, ?(T−k−1) and ?(T+
k−1) will be denoted320

as ?|−k−1 and ?|+k−1, respectively, when notational simplicity321

is preferred.322

Assumption 4 Let (xsw,ysw,zsw) be the swing-foot position323

in the world reference frame. Let φsw,z(θ) be an component324

of φφφ d(θ) that represents the desired trajectory of zsw. The325

desired function φsw,z(θ) has at least one intersection with326

zero for θ < 0 and θ > 0, respectively.327

Assumption 5 There exists a diffeomorphism D : Qc×Q f ×328

Qy→ Q.329

Assumption 6 Define Hv(q) :=
[

dx̄b
dq

T
(q) dȳb

dq
T
(q) dφφφ c

dq
T
(q)
]T

.330

Define q0 := ∆∆∆q(q∗) and θ0 := x̄b(q0). Hv(q) is locally331

invertible within a small neighborhood about q∗.332

Remark 7 Assumptions 4 and 5 can be satisfied through333

the trajectory generation of yd and φφφ d , which are both used334

to define the virtual constraints in Eq. (6). Assumption 6 can335

be met by choosing φφφ c to be independent from x̄b and ȳb.336

Proposition 8 Let Assumptions 4 and 5 hold. Let φsw,y(θ)337

be an component of φφφ d(θ) that represents the desired tra-338

jectory of the lateral swing-foot position ysw. When the lat-339

eral stance-foot position satisfies the condition yst = ystd :=340
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φsw,y(θ
∗), there exists a constant θ ∗ such that θ(τ−k ) = θ ∗,341

ȳb(τ
−
k ) = yd(θ

∗)− ystd , and φφφ c(τ
−
k ) = φφφ d(θ

∗) always hold342

when x = 0 ∀t > T+
k−1 (k ∈ {1,2, ...}). Furthermore, q(τ−k )∈343

Q has a fixed value, denoted as q∗.344

Theorem 9 (Conditional Impact Invariance Construction)345

Let Assumption 6 hold. Suppose that the desired functions346

yd and φφφ d are planned with Assumptions 4 and 5 satisfied347

along with the following conditions:348

(B1) ȳb(q0) = yd(θ0)− ystd and φφφ c(q0) = φφφ d(θ0).349

(B2) dx̄b
dq (q0)∆∆∆q̇(q∗)H−1

v (q∗)


1

dyd
dθ

(θ ∗)
dφφφd
dθ

(θ ∗)

= 1.350

(B3) Hv(q0)∆∆∆q̇(q∗)H−1
v (q∗)


1

dyd
dθ

(θ ∗)
dφφφd
dθ

(θ ∗)

=


1

dyd
dθ

(θ0)
dφφφd
dθ

(θ0)

.351

Then, under the lateral foot-placement condition yst = ystd ,352

impact invariance holds; that is, if x(τ−k ) = 0 then x(τ+k ) =353

∆∆∆(τk,0) = 0.354

Remark 10 If the virtual constraints in Eq. (6) are designed355

with the desired functions yd and φφφ d satisfying the condi-356

tions in Theorem 9, then the robot’s desired motions will re-357

spect the impact dynamics under the lateral foot-placement358

condition yst = ystd during 3-D walking. Section 5 will pro-359

vide sufficient conditions under which the proposed contin-360

uous control law ensures that this foot-placement condition361

indeed holds at the steady state during actual walking.362

Remark 11 Theorem 9 indicates that the satisfaction of the363

impact invariance condition only relies on the design of364

the virtual constraints in Eq. (6) but does not depend on365

the arbitrary global-position trajectory xd provided by a366

higher-level planner. For this reason, the design of virtual367

constraints can be performed offline, thus greatly reducing368

the computational load for online implementation.369

5 Closed-loop Stability Analysis370

This section introduces the Lyapunov-based stability anal-371

ysis of the hybrid, nonlinear, time-varying closed-loop372

tracking error dynamics in Eq. (10) under the proposed373

continuous-phase control law in Eqs. (8) and (9) as well as374

the proposed synthesis of virtual constraints summarized375

in Theorem 9. The outcome of this stability analysis will376

be a set of sufficient conditions under which the proposed377

control law provably guarantees asymptotic closed-loop378

trajectory tracking.379

Before presenting the main theorem on closed-loop stability,380

we first derive the boundedness of the lateral stance-foot381

position yst .382

Proposition 12 (Boundedness of Lateral Foot Placement)
Let x̃(t; t0,λ0) be a solution of a fictitious system ˙̃x = Ax̃
with the initial condition x̃(t0) = λ0, ∀t > t0. There
exist positive numbers βst and d1 such that for any
x|+0 ∈ Bd1(0) := {x ∈ R2n : ‖x‖ ≤ d1}

|yst |+k − ystd | ≤ ‖x|−k ‖+βst‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖ (12)

holds (k ∈ {1,2, ...}).383

Remark 13 Proposition 12 shows that the deviation of the384

lateral foot placement during an actual 3-D walking process385

is bounded above by the norms of the actual state x and386

the fictitious state x̃. This indicates that driving x and x̃ to387

zero will indirectly eliminate this deviation and thus meet388

the lateral foot-placement condition underlying the proposed389

virtual constraint design in Theorem 9.390

Theorem 14 (Closed-Loop Stability Conditions) Let As-391

sumptions 4-6 and the conditions (B1)-(B3) hold. The392

closed-loop control system in Eq. (10) is locally asymptoti-393

cally stable if the PD gains in Eq. (9) are chosen such that394

A is Hurwitz and that the continuous-phase convergence395

rate is sufficiently fast.396

Theorem 14 confirms the validity of using the proposed397

continuous-phase control law to explicitly address the hybrid398

walking dynamics for achieving asymptotic global-position399

tracking during fully actuated 3-D bipedal robotic walking. It400

also provides sufficient conditions that can be used to guide401

the controller design in terms of choosing the PD gains, as402

summarized in the following remark.403

Remark 15 The proof of Theorem 14 (Section 6.4) provides404

a lower bound of the continuous-phase convergence rate for405

guaranteeing asymptotic trajectory tracking of the hybrid406

closed-loop system. This lower bound is given in Eq. (35).407

While it is straightforward to choose the PD gains such that408

A is Hurwitz, to meet the conditions in Eq. (35) requires409

the construction of V (x). For example, V (x) can be con-410

structed as V (x) = xT Px, where P is the solution to the Lya-411

punov equation PA+AT P =−Q [22]. Here, Q is any pos-412

itive definite symmetric matrix satisfying 0 < λQI≤Q with413

a positive number λQ. For simplicity, Q can be chosen as an414

identity matrix, and then λQ can be any number satisfying415

0 < λQ ≤ 1. Then, the bounds in Eq. (11) can be assigned416

as c1 = λmin(P), c2 = λmax(P), and c3 = λQ, where λmin(P)417

and λmax(P) are the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of418

P, respectively. With V constructed, the PD gains can be419

specified to meet the two inequality conditions in Eq. (35).420

From the second inequality in Eq. (35), σ can be speci-421

fied as any number satisfying σ > 2λmax(P)αst , where αst422

can be estimated from system dynamics. Then, the PD gains423

can be specified to satisfy the first inequality in Eq. (35).424

Specifically, the PD gains should produce a sufficiently high425

continuous-phase convergence rate c3
2c2

, i.e., λQ
2λmax(P) , such426

that αx and γx are sufficiently small to make the first inequal-427

ity in Eq. (35) hold.428
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Corollary 16 (Convergence of Lateral Foot Placement)429

When the closed-loop system in Eq. (10) is asymptotically430

stable under the control approach summarized in Theo-431

rem 14, the lateral foot-placement condition yst = ystd will432

hold at the steady state.433

Remark 17 Corollary 16 indicates that the lateral foot-434

placement condition underlying the proposed conditional435

impact invariance construction in Theorem 9 is indeed met436

at the steady state. Then, by Corollary 16 and Theorem 9,437

if x(τ−k )→ 0 then x(τ+k ) = ∆∆∆(τk,0)→ 0 as k→ ∞.438

Corollary 18 (Convergence of Impact Timing) When the439

closed-loop system in Eq. (10) is asymptotically stable under440

the control approach summarized in Theorem 14, the actual441

impact timing Tk will asymptotically converge to the desired442

timing τk.443

Remark 19 In contrast to the proposed global-position444

tracking control, an orbitally stabilizing controller cannot445

achieve asymptotic tracking of the desired global position446

trajectories, as explained in Section 1.1. Accordingly, it447

cannot realize asymptotic convergence to the desired timing448

τk but can realize a finite final error for Tk− τk.449

6 Proofs of Propositions, Theorems, and Corollaries450

6.1 Proof of Proposition 8451

PROOF. By the definitions of τk and the switching sur-
face, one has zsw(τ

−
k ) = 0. By the definition of x, one has

zsw(τ
−
k ) = φsw,z(θ(τ

−
k )) when x = 0 ∀t > T+

k−1. Thus,

φsw,z(θ(τ
−
k )) = 0. (13)

Because θ monotonically evolves and crosses zero during
a single-direction walking step and because φsw,z(θ) has at
least one intersection with zero for θ < 0 and θ > 0 (i.e.,
Assumption 4), Eq. (13) indicates that θ(τ−k ) has a fixed
value; i.e., there exists a constant θ ∗ such that θ(τ−k ) =

θ ∗ always holds. Accordingly, ȳb(τ
−
k ) = yd(θ

∗)− ystd and
φφφ c(τ

−
k ) = φφφ d(θ

∗) always hold. Thus, under Assumption 5,

[
φφφ

T
c (q) x̄b(q) ȳb(q)

]T
=
[
φφφ

T
d (θ

∗) θ ∗ −ystd

]T

has a unique solution on q ∈ Q, denoted as q∗, when yst =452

ystd .453

6.2 Proof of Theorem 9454

PROOF. From Proposition 8 and x(τ−k ) = 0, one has
q(τ+k ) = q0 and θ(τ+k ) = θ0. Then, from (B1), one has

ȳb(q0)− yd(θ0)+ yst = 0 and φφφ c(q0)−φφφ d(θ0) = 0. (14)

Because x(τ−k ) = 0 and because xb and xd(t) are continuous
in t, one has

x̄b(q0)− xd(τ
+
k )+ xst = 0 (15)

From Eqs. (14) and (15), y(τ+k ) = h(τ+k ) = 0 holds.455

Because ẏ(τ−k ) = 0, one has

Hv(q∗)q̇(τ−k ) =


1

dyd
dθ

(θ ∗)
dφφφd
dθ

(θ ∗)

 θ̇(τ−k ). (16)

From Eq. (2), one has

q̇(τ+k ) = ∆∆∆q̇(q∗)q̇(τ−k ).

Because the stance foot remains static within a step, one has
ẋ+d = ẋ−d = θ̇(τ−k ). Then, by the definition of y, one has

ẏ(τ+k ) = Hv(q0)q̇(τ+k )−


θ̇(τ−k )

dyd
dθ

T
(θ0)θ̇(τ

+
k )

dφφφd
dθ

T
(θ0)θ̇(τ

+
k )

 .
456

From (B2), one has

θ̇(τ+k ) =
dx̄b

dq
(q0)q̇(τ+k ) = θ̇(τ−k ). (17)

From (B3) and Eqs. (16)-(17), ẏ(τ+k ) = 0 holds.457

6.3 Proof of Proposition 12458

PROOF. Because the stance-foot position during the k+1th

step is the swing-foot position at the end of the kth step, one
has

yst |+k = ysw|−k .
Recall ystd := φsw,y(θ

∗). Then,

|yst |+k − ystd |= |ysw|−k −φsw,y(θ
∗)|

≤ |ysw|−k −φsw,y(θ(T−k ))|
+ |φsw,y(θ(T−k ))−φsw,y(θ̃(τk;T+

k−1,x|
+
k−1))|

+ |φsw,y(θ̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1))−φsw,y(θ

∗)|.

(18)

By the definition of y, one has

|ysw|−k −φsw,y(θ(T−k ))| ≤ ‖x|−k ‖. (19)
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Recall θ(T−k ) = θ̃(Tk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1). Because φsw,y(θ) and

θ̃(t;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1) are continuously differentiable in θ and t,

respectively, there exists a positive number r1 and Lipschitz
constants Lφsw,y and Lθt such that

‖φsw,y(θ(T−k ))−φsw,y(θ̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1))‖

≤ Lφsw,y‖θ(T−k )− θ̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖

≤ Lφsw,yLθt |Tk− τk|
(20)

By [Theorem 1, [16]], there exists a positive number r2 and
a Lipschitz constant LTx such that

|Tk− τk| ≤ LTx‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖ (21)

for any x|+0 ∈ Br2(0).459

Because

θ
∗ = θ̃(τ−k ;T+

k−1,0) = xd(τk)− xst |−k ,

one has

|θ̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)−θ

∗|
= ‖ ˜̄xb(τk;T+

k−1,x|
+
k−1)− (xd(τk)− xst |−k )‖

≤ ‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖.

(22)

Let β = Lφsw,y(Lθt LTx +1) and d1 = min(r1,r2). Then, from
Eqs. (18)-(22), one obtains

|yst |+k − ystd | ≤ ‖x|−k ‖+βst‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖ (23)

for any x|+0 ∈ Bd1(0).460

6.4 Proof of Theorem 14461

PROOF. To simplify the stability analysis using the pro-
posed conditional impact invariance, which holds when yst =
ystd , we will explicitly analyze the convergence of yst to ystd .
Thus, an augmented Lyapunov function candidate is con-
structed as

Va(x,yst − ystd) :=V (x)+σ(yst − ystd)
2, (24)

where σ is a positive number to be specified later.462

By the stability theory based on the construction of multiple463

Lyapunov functions [4], the hybrid time-varying system in464

Eq. (10) is locally asymptotically stable if there exists a465

positive number d2 such that, for any x|+0 ∈ Bd2(0), Va is466

monotonically decreasing during each continuous phase and467

{Va|+1 ,Va|+2 ,Va|+3 ...} is a strictly decreasing sequence with468

Va|+k → 0 as k→ ∞.469

Evolution of Va during continuous phases. Choose the PD
gains such that A is Hurwitz. Then, Eq. (11) yields

V |−k ≤ e−
c3
c2
(Tk+1−Tk)V |+k−1

for the kth (k ∈ {1,2, ...}) walking step. Also, yst − ystd re-470

mains constant within the step because the stance foot is471

static. Thus, Va is monotonically decreasing during the kth472

step.473

Evolution of Va across nonlinear jumps. Consider the foot-474

landing event at the end of the kth walking step (i.e., t = T−k ).475

The tracking error convergence across the landing event is476

analyzed as follows, with the effect of yst on the convergence477

explicitly discussed.478

Because the desired function φφφ d(θ) satisfies the conditions479

(B1)-(B3), the proposed conditional impact invariance (i.e.,480

Theorem 2) holds. Thus, ∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,ystd) = 0.481

Thus, the value of x just after the landing can be approxi-
mated as:

‖x|+k ‖= ‖∆∆∆(T
−

k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )‖
= ‖∆∆∆(T−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,ystd)‖
≤ ‖∆∆∆(T−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )‖
+‖∆∆∆(τ−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,yst |−k )‖
+‖∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,ystd)‖
+‖∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,ystd)‖.

(25)

Because the reset map ∆∆∆(t,x,yst) is continuously differen-
tiable in t, x, and yst , there exists a positive number r3 and
Lipschitz constants L∆t , L∆x , and L∆st such that the following
inequalities hold for any x|+0 ∈ Br3(0):

‖∆∆∆(T−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )‖ ≤ L∆t |Tk− τk|.
‖∆∆∆(τ−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,yst |−k )‖ ≤ L∆x‖x|

−
k ‖.

‖∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,0,ystd)‖ ≤ L∆st |yst |−k − ystd |.
(26)

From Eqs. (21) and (26), one has

‖∆∆∆(T−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )−∆∆∆(τ−k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )‖
≤ L∆t LTx‖x̃(τk;T+

k−1,x|
+
k−1)‖

(27)

for any x|+0 ∈ Bd2(0), where d2 = min{d1,r3}.482
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From Eqs. (25) - (27), one has, for any x|+0 ∈ Bd2(0),

‖x|+k ‖= ‖∆∆∆(T
−

k ,x|−k ,yst |−k )‖
≤ L∆t LTx‖x̃(τk;T+

k−1,x|
+
k−1)‖+L∆x‖x|

−
k ‖+L∆st |yst |−k − ystd |.

(28)

From Eq. (11), one has:

‖x|−k ‖ ≤
√

c2
c1

e−
c3
2c2

(Tk−Tk−1)‖x|+k−1‖.

‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖ ≤

√
c2
c1

e−
c3
2c2

(τk−Tk−1)‖x|+k−1‖.
(29)

Then, from Eqs. (28) and (29), one has

‖x|+k ‖ ≤
√

c2
c1
(L∆t LTx +L∆x e−

c3
2c2

(Tk−τk))e−
c3
2c2

(τk−Tk−1)‖x|+k−1‖

+L∆st |yst |−k − ystd |.
(30)

For any ε > 0 there exist PD gains corresponding to a suf-
ficiently high convergence rate c3

2c2
such that

e−
c3
2c2

(Tk−τk) ≤ 1+ ε. (31)

From Eqs. (30) and (31), for any x|+0 ∈ Bd2(0) one has

‖x|+k ‖ ≤ αx‖x|+k−1‖+αst |yst |−k − ystd |. (32)

where αx :=
√

c2
c1
(L∆t LTx +L∆x(1+ε))e−

c3
2c2

∆τk , ∆τk := τk−483

Tk−1, and αst := L∆st . Because the stance foot remains static484

within a step, one has yst |−k = yst |+k−1.485

From Eq. (12), one has

|yst |+k − ystd | ≤ ‖x|−k ‖+βst‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖ ≤ γx‖x|+k−1‖

(33)

where γx :=
√

c2
c1
(βst +(1+ ε))e−

c3
2c2

∆τk .486

From Eqs. (11), (24), (32), and (33), one has

Va|+k =V |+k +σ(yst |+k − ystd)
2

≤ c2‖x|+k ‖
2 +σ(yst |+k − ystd)

2

≤ B(c1‖x|+k−1‖
2 +σ(yst |+k−1− ystd)

2)

≤ B(V |+k−1 +σ(yst |+k−1− ystd)
2)≤ BVa|+k−1,

(34)

where B := max( 2c2α2
x +σγ2

x
c1

, 2c2αst
σ

).487

If the PD gains and σ are chosen such that

2c2α2
x +σγ2

x
c1

< 1 and 2c2αst
σ

< 1 (35)

hold (i.e., B < 1), then for any x|+0 ∈ Bd2(0) the sequence488

{Va|+1 ,Va|+2 , Va|+3 ...} is strictly decreasing with Va|+k → 0 as489

k→ ∞.490

Thus, the closed-loop hybrid system is locally asymptoti-491

cally stable if the PD gains are chosen such that A is Hur-492

witz and that the continuous-phase convergence rate is suf-493

ficiently fast such that Eq. (35) holds for any x|+0 ∈ Bd2(0).494

6.5 Proof of Corollary 16495

PROOF. By the definition of Va in Eq. (24), Va(x,yst −496

ystd) :=V (x)+σ(yst−ystd)
2, where σ is positive and V (x)497

and (yst−ystd)
2 are all bounded and nonnegative. From the498

proof of Theorem 14, the Lyapunov function Va → 0 as499

t → ∞. Thus, (yst − ystd)
2→ 0 as t → ∞; that is, yst → ystd500

as t→ ∞.501

6.6 Proof of Corollary 18502

PROOF. When the closed-loop system in Eq. (10) is503

asymptotically stable, the state x reaches zero at the504

steady state. From Eq. (29) in the proof of Theo-505

rem 14, the fictitious state satisfies ‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖ ≤506 √

c2
c1

e−
c3

2c2
(τk−Tk−1)‖x|+k−1‖ → 0 as k→ ∞. Accordingly, by507

Eq. (21), we have |Tk−τk| ≤ LTx‖x̃(τk;T+
k−1,x|

+
k−1)‖→ 0 as508

k→ ∞; that is, Tk→ τk as k→ ∞.509

7 Simulations and Experiments510

This section presents the simulation and experimental vali-511

dation results on a ROBOTIS OP3 bipedal robot (Fig. 2).512

Fig. 2. An illustration of the 20 joints of a ROBOTIS OP3 robot.
Its height is 500 mm. The weight is 3.5 kg. The motor stall torque
is 4.1 Nm.

7.1 Trajectory Generation513

This subsection explains the motion planning method uti-514

lized to generate the desired trajectories that the OP3 robot515

should reliably track in simulations and experiments.516
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The OP3 robot has 20 joint motors and 20 joints (8 upper-517

body joints and 12 leg joints), and thus can be fully actuated518

during a continuous phase. With full actuation, the robot’s519

12 leg joints can be directly commanded to track 12 desired520

trajectories, which are: 1) the desired global-position trajec-521

tories xd and yd and 2) the desired function φφφ d .522

Here, φφφ d is chosen as the desired trajectories for the follow-523

ing 10 control variables φφφ c:524

a) The pelvis height (zb).525

b) The pelvis roll, pitch, and yaw angles (φb, θb, ψb),526

c) The swing-foot roll, pitch, and yaw angles (φsw, θsw,527

ψsw).528

In this study, the task of motion planning reduces to the529

generation of the desired lateral base position yd and the530

desired function φφφ d , because it is assumed that the center531

line of the desired global path on the walking surface Γd is532

the Xw-axis and that the desired position trajectory long the533

path xd(t) has been provided by a high-level path planner.534

Without loss of generality, the desired lateral base position535

yd is chosen as the following simple sinusoidal function536

to represent the oscillatory global motion about the center537

line Γd during 3-D walking: yd(x̄b) := α1sin(α2x̄b +α3),538

where ααα :=
[
α1 α2 α3

]T
∈ R3 is an unknown vector to be539

optimized.540

The desired function φφφ d(θ) is chosen as Bézier curves [36]:541

φφφ d(θ) := ∑
M
k=0 ak

M!
k!(M−k)! s(θ)k(1− s(θ))M−k, where M ∈542

N+ is the order of the Bézier curves, s(θ) := θ−θ+

θ−−θ+ , ak ∈543

Rn−2 is the unknown vector to be optimized, and θ+ and544

θ− are the planned values of θ at the beginning and the end545

of a step, respectively.546

Optimization techniques are utilized to generate the desired547

lateral base position yd and the desired function φφφ d with548

ααα and ak as optimization variables and with the following549

constraints enforced:550

(C1) Assumptions 4-6 and the proposed conditions required551

to construct impact invariance construction (i.e., con-552

ditions (B1)-(B3)).553

(C2) Feasibility constraints such as joint-position limits,554

joint-torque limits, and ground-contact constraints.555

As the focus of this study is on controller design, this list of556

constraints is not intended to be exhaustive. MATLAB com-557

mand f mincon is used to solve the optimization problem.558

In all simulations and experiments, the same desired trajec-559

tories yd and φφφ d are used, which corresponds to a walking560

pattern as illustrated in Fig. 3. The center line Γd of the561

desired path is the Xw-axis of the world reference frame.562

Two sets of the desired position trajectory xd(t) are con-563

sidered, one with a constant velocity and the other with a564

time-varying velocity:565

a) xd(t) = 4.4t−3 cm.566

b) xd(t) = 3.1t−1.5+1.5sin(0.3t)− sin(0.8t) cm.567

Fig. 3. An illustration of the desired walking pattern of the leg
joints in the sagittal plane.

7.2 MATLAB Simulations568

To validate the theoretical controller design, MATLAB is569

utilized to implement the control law based on a full-order570

dynamic model of the OP3 robot. The control gains are set571

as KP = 225 · I20×20 and KD = 30 · I20×20, which guarantee572

the matrix A is Hurwitz.573

MATLAB simulation results are shown in Figs. 4-6. Fig-574

ure 4 shows the capability of the proposed control law in575

accurately realizing the virtual constraints.576

Fig. 4. Asymptotic walking pattern tracking in MATLAB simu-
lation. The functions φi (i ∈ {1,2, ...10}) are the elements of the
desired function φφφ d .

Fig. 5. Global-position tracking results in MATLAB and Webots
simulations with xd(t) = 0.044t−0.03 m.
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Fig. 6. Global-position tracking results
in MATLAB and Webots simulations with
xd(t) = 0.031t−0.015+0.015sin(0.3t)−0.01sin(0.8t) m.

The global-position tracking results are displayed in Figs. 5577

and 6, which demonstrate that the proposed control law can578

drive the robot to asymptotically converge to the desired po-579

sition trajectory xd while moving along the center line Γd .580

Figures 5 (a) and 6 (a) show the position tracking results581

of xd . xbm is the actual global-position trajectory along Γd ,582

which asymptotically converges to xd(t) in both plots. Fig-583

ures 5 (b) and 6 (b) show the global-path tracking results.584

left foot (M) and right foot (M) are the actual stance-foot585

positions, which indicate asymptotic tracking of the center586

line Γd of the desired path.587

7.3 Webots Simulations588

To implement the proposed controller on a physical OP3589

robot, the ROS package (op3 manager) developed by OP3’s590

manufacturer was used in the experiments. One controller591

implementation limitation of OP3 is that it does not allow592

users to access the output torques of joint motors when the593

ROS package is used for controller implementation. Instead,594

users can only send desired joint-position trajectories to in-595

dividual joints and specify the PD gains of OP3’s default596

joint controllers. This hardware limitation is common for to-597

day’s bipedal humanoid robots [1]. As the proposed control598

law in Eq. (8) is a torque command, this hardware limita-599

tion prevents direct implementation of the proposed control600

law on OP3. Thus, a controller implementation procedure is601

introduced to adapt the proposed control law for its imple-602

mentation on the robot.603

To gain preliminary insights into the effectiveness of the pro-604

posed controller implementation procedure, a Webots sim-605

ulator is used to simulate a 3-D realistic robot model that606

closely emulates OP3’s graphical, physical, and dynamical607

properties including its limited actuator accessibility.608

Since OP3’s default joint controllers only allow users to609

send desired joint-position trajectories to individual joints,610

the proposed controller implementation procedure includes:611

a) to generate the desired position trajectory for individual612

joints qd(t) and b) to send the desired trajectory to the default613

position controllers of the corresponding joints. The overall614

steps of this procedure are summarized as follows:615

Step 1: At the time step t, the nominal phase variable is616

computed as θd := xd(t)− xst .617

Step 2: The desired joint position qd(t) is computed by618

solving inverse kinematics.619

Step 3: qd(t) is fed into the joint controllers, which emulate620

the default joint controllers of a physical OP3 robot.621

A flow chart of the procedue is shown in Fig. 7.622

Fig. 7. A flow chart of the proposed controller implementation.

This controller implementation procedure guarantees that623

the desired joint trajectory qd(t) preserves the feasibility624

and desired features of the original desired trajectories as625

specified in (C1)-(C3). Thus, by reliably tracking qd(t) using626

the default joint controllers, the robot can reliably track the627

original desired trajectories.628

Webots simulation results of the adapted controller are629

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. xbw is the actual global-position630

trajectory along Γd obtained in Webots simulations, and631

left foot (W) and right foot (W) are the actual stance-foot632

positions in Webots simulations. For the convenience of633

comparison, the Webots results are displayed together with634

the MATLAB results.635

Due to the discrepancies in the implemented controllers636

and robot models, Webots simulations show a nonzero637

steady-state tracking error instead of asymptotic tracking638

as demonstrated in MATLAB simulation results. However,639

the bounded, relatively small tracking error obtained in We-640

bots simulations indicates the effectiveness of the proposed641

controller implementation procedure in guaranteeing reli-642

able trajectory tracking in the presence of robot hardware643

limitations and modeling errors.644

7.4 Experiments645

This subsection presents the experimental validation of the646

proposed control approach on a physical OP3 robot. The647

controller implementation procedure validated through We-648

bots simulations is utilized to guide the experiments.649
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Fig. 8. Experimental set-up for assessing the performance of the
proposed global-position tracking control approach on a bipedal
humanoid robot. ¬: a Logitech 4K PRO WEBCAM. : the ref-
erence points for perspective transformation. ®: an OP3 robot. ¯:
AprilTag attached on OP3’s feet, which is used to help determine
the robot’s global position. °: the world reference frame ΣXwYwZw .
±: the center line Γd of the desired global path.

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 8. With this set-650

up, the robot’s joint angles can be directly measured by651

joint encoders, and its global position and orientation can652

be determined by: a) using the 4K PRO WEBCAM and653

AprilTag to obtain the stance-foot position and orientation in654

the world reference frame and b) using the obtained stance-655

foot position and orientation to solve for the robot’s global656

position and orientation via forward kinematics.657

Figure 9 shows the robot’s gait obtained in Webots simula-658

tions and experiments. The similarity indicates the validity659

of using Webots simulations to provide preliminary insights660

into experiments. Videos of the experiments can be accessed661

at https://youtu.be/VJbLMkOG xo.662

Fig. 9. Gait comparison between the experiment and Webots sim-
ulation.

Experiment results of OP3 walking on a concrete floor is663

shown in Fig. 10. The initial tracking error of xd is 3 cm,664

which is approximately 1/3 of a nominal step length. Due665

to common uncertainties during real-world robot operations,666

such as hardware limitations, modeling errors, and floor sur-667

face imperfections, achieving a zero steady-state tracking668

error may not be feasible. Thanks to the inherent robust-669

ness of feedback control, the proposed control approach can670

still achieve a bounded steady-state tracking error, although671

uncertainties are not explicitly addressed in the proposed672

theoretical controller design. As illustrated in Fig. 10 (a),673

the robot’s actual global position xwGPT converges to a rela-674

tively small neighborhood about the desired global-position675

trajectory xd within 3 seconds. Also, despite an initial path676

tracking error of 5 cm, the robot remains close to the center677

line Γd of the desired global path, as indicated by the foot-678

step trajectories (left foot (wGPT) and right foot (wGPT)) in679

Fig. 10 (b).680

To test the limit of the inherent robustness of the proposed681

control approach, experiments of OP3 walking on a rela-682

tively slippery tile floor were conducted. The tracking re-683

sult is shown in Fig. 11. As the surface of the tile floor was684

relatively more slippery than the concrete floor, the robot’s685

stance foot slipped more frequently on the tile floor, causing686

a stronger violation of the modeling assumption. Thus, the687

steady-state tracking errors obtained from tile-floor walking688

were relatively larger than concrete-floor walking, as shown689

in Figs. 10 and 11.690

Comparative experimental results of previous orbitally sta-691

bilizing controllers for 3-D fully actuated walking [1] are692

also displayed in Figs. 10 and 11. The figures show that693

the previous controller can achieve accurate global-velocity694

tracking; that is, the derivative of the robot’s actual global695

position xwGPT is close to the desired velocity. However, as696

indicated by the relatively large deviation of the footstep tra-697

jectories (left foot (w/oGPT) and right foot (w/oGPT)) from698

Γd , accurate global-position tracking was not guaranteed.699

Fig. 10. Experimental results of global-position tracking on a flat
concrete floor with xd(t) = 0.044t−0.03 m.

Fig. 11. Experimental results of global-position tracking on a flat
tile floor with xd(t) = 0.044t−0.03 m.

8 Discussions700

This section discusses our future work on extending the pro-701

posed controller design for enabling global-position tracking702
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over complex terrains as well as for improving robustness703

against uncertainties.704

To realize bipedal walking on a 3-D terrain, the proposed705

control approach will be integrated with online motion plan-706

ning in our future work. Enabling online planning of com-707

plex motions, such as bipedal walking on a 3-D terrain, is708

difficult mainly due to the high computational burden of709

planning and the limited computing capabilities of a robot.710

The burden could be caused by the equality constraint that711

a planner enforces to satisfy the proposed impact invariance712

construction. To alleviate the burden, the equality constraint713

can be relaxed to be an inequality constraint for allowing714

bounded violation of impact invariance. The control objec-715

tive will accordingly be updated as achieving a bounded716

steady-state tracking error instead of asymptotic tracking.717

The proposed stability analysis will then be extended to de-718

rive sufficient conditions that a control law should satisfy719

in order to guarantee the given steady-state tracking error720

bound.721

Due to uncertainties such as modeling errors and terrain ir-722

regularities, achieving asymptotic tracking may not be real-723

istic during real-world robot operations. If the uncertainties724

are relatively small, then a bounded final tracking error can725

be reached by the proposed control approach, as demon-726

strated by the experiment results. However, if the uncertain-727

ties are relatively large, then the proposed control approach728

may not be able to guarantee a reliable tracking performance729

because uncertainties are not explicitly addressed in the cur-730

rent design. One potential approach to explicitly addressing731

uncertainties is to integrate the proposed control approach732

with adaptive and robust control so as to allow online model733

estimation as well as better disturbance rejection. For exam-734

ple, a control Lyapunov function could be incorporated into735

the proposed multiple Lyapunov function analysis to syn-736

thesize adaptive robust control laws for realizing accurate737

global-position tracking under uncertainties.738

9 Conclusions739

This paper has introduced a control approach that explicitly740

addresses the hybrid robot dynamics for achieving asymp-741

totic global-position tracking during fully actuated 3-D742

bipedal walking on flat surfaces. With the output function743

designed as the tracking error of the desired global-position744

trajectory and virtual constraints, a continuous input-output745

linearizing control law was synthesized to asymptotically746

drive the output function to zero during continuous phases.747

The construction of conditional impact invariance was in-748

troduced for informing the design of virtual constraints749

such that the robot’s desired motions defined by the virtual750

constraints as well as the desired global-position trajectory751

respect the discrete landing impact dynamics. Sufficient752

conditions were derived through Lyapunov analysis under753

which the proposed continuous control law provably guar-754

antees the asymptotic tracking performance of the hybrid755

closed-loop system. Simulation and experimental results756

demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed control757

approach in realizing asymptotic global-position tracking758

during 3-D walking.759
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